
Sixth Grade School Supplies

Item Math Science Social Studies ELA

Pencils X X X X
Pens (blue and/or black) X X X
Glue Sticks X X
Colored Pencils X X X X
Highlighters X X
Tape (transparent) X X X X
Index Cards (lined, 3" x 5") X X X
Pencil sharpener (with lid) X X X X
USB Flash Drive X
Binder (2") X
Large Eraser X X X X
Post-It Notes (3" x 3") - Need three sets 1 pack 1 pack
Earbuds X X
Scissors  (one pair only)

All 6th grade students will need the following:

One 3 inch binder (any color)
One 5 pack of dividers 
One zipper pencil pouch
Notebook Paper
One spiral notebook for each class
Pocket Folders
(5 - one for each core subject, and one for use as a 
collective Homework folder for all classes)

(unless otherwise noted, the grid shows which class(es) need the particular item(s); for example, one pack of colored pencils should be enough 
for the four classes that need them--there is no need to buy four sets of colored pencils)

The supplies needed for Elective Classes will be very similar to, if not the same, as the supplies listed 
above for core classes.  Any additional supplies needed for an elective class will be shared by your 
child's elective teacher at the start of the school year.   Tissues and Hand Sanitizer were not listed 
above, but they are still needed.  The PTO will have collection/drop-off locations for these items at 
the August orientation sessions, as the collected items will be distributed among the classroom 
teachers when school starts.  There will be a second collection in January.

As part of our AVID program all 6th grade students will have one binder with spirals and pocket folders for each 
subject.  They will spend time the first few days of school organizing their binders.  Their teachers will have check 
points for them during Longhorn Time each week to teach and aide them in their organizational skills.



Seventh Grade School Supplies

Item Math Science Social Studies ELA

Pencils X X X X
Pens (blue or black) X
Glue Sticks X X X X
Markers X X X
Scissors X
Highlighters X
Tape (transparent) X X X X
Index Cards (lined, 3" x 5") X X
Pencil sharpener (with lid) X X X X
Binder (2") X
Pocket Folders X

Notebooks
(need three Composition Notebooks and two 3-subject spiral 
notebooks)

Composition 
Notebook (1)

3-Subject 
Spiral 

Notebook

3-Subject 
Spiral 

Notebook

Composition 
Notebook (2)
College Ruled

Notebook Paper (College Ruled) X X
Pencil Pouch X X X X
Earbuds X
Post-It Notes (3" x 3") X
Colored Pencils X X X

Students in the AVID Elective Class will need the 
following:  
One 3 inch binder (any color)
One 5 pack of dividers 
One zipper pencil pouch
Notebook Paper
One spiral notebook for each class
Pocket Folders

(unless otherwise noted, the grid shows which class(es) need the particular item(s); for example, one pack of colored pencils should be enough 
for the three classes that need them--there is no need to buy three sets of colored pencils)

Students in Mrs. Buckingham's art classes will need a sketchbook kit.  These will be for sale on line 
and at Longhorn Round up for a cost of $25.  The supplies needed for Elective Classes will be very 
similar to, if not the same, as the supplies listed above for core classes. Any additional supplies 
needed for an elective class will be shared by your child's elective teacher at the start of the school 
year.  Tissues and Hand Sanitizer  were not listed above, but they are still needed. The PTO will have 
collection/drop-off locations for these items at the August orientation sessions, as the collected 
items will be distributed among the classroom teachers when school starts.



Eighth Grade School Supplies

Item Math Science Social Studies ELA

Pencils X X X X
Pens (blue or black) X X
Notebook paper X X

Glue Sticks (5 total; 4 for science, 1 for SS/ ELA) need 4 X X

Elmers' Glue X
Washable markers X X
Scissors X
Highlighters X X X
Tape (transparent) need 2 X
Index Cards (lined, 3" x 5") X
Pencil sharpener (with lid) X X
USB Flash Drive X
Binder (2", shared for Math and ELA) X X
Folders with pockets X
Spiral Notebook
(1- or 3-subject with plastic cover)

X

Dividers/Tabs (5-pack) X X
Pencil Pouch X X X X
Colored Pencils X X X
Earbuds X
Composition Notebook X X
Post-It Notes (3" x 3") - Need three sets 1 pack 1 pack 1 pack
TI nSpire CX Calculator
(this is purely optional; BMS has class sets of these for student 
use at school)

OPTIONAL

Students in the AVID Elective Class will need the 
following:  
One 3 inch binder (any color)
One 5 pack of dividers 
One zipper pencil pouch
Notebook Paper
One spiral notebook for each class
Pocket Folders

Students in Mrs. Buckingham's Art classes will need a sketchbook kit.  These will be for sale on line and at Longhorn 
Round up for a cost of $25.  The supplies needed for other  Elective Classes will be very similar, if not the same, as 
the suppies listed above for core classes.  Any additional supplies needed for an elective class will be shared by your 
child's elective teacher at the start of the school year.New for 2015-16: Tissues and Hand Sanitizer were not listed 
above, but they are still needed. The PTO will have collection/drop-off locations for these items at the August 

(unless otherwise noted, the grid shows which class(es) need the particular item(s); for example, one pencil pouch  should be enough for the 
four classes that need it--there is no need to buy four pencil pouches)
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